PORTABLE PAIL TOILET
FREQUENT ASKED QUESTIONS – PAIL TOILET KIT
1. What is Pail Toilet Kit?
- Pail Toilet is a portable toilet developed by TAWAGA CRAFT for used in
disaster relief and outdoor activities.
While the Mobile Toilet can be towed
by vehicle on road or track to disaster
area and outdoor activity area, but it
cannot be towed to the area where
the road or track is not passable due
to ‘ponding’ or flooding or damaged by earthquake and landslide. The
lightweight and portability of Pail Toilet Kit can be carried to the location
where the road or track is not passable by vehicle.
2. What are the main items in a Pail Toilet Kit?
- one Tent; one Toilet Apparatus; one packet of Consumable Set

3. What are the items in a Consumable Set?

- 1) 5 doubled bags per set (a doubled bag consists of 2 polyester bags) one doubled bag placed inside the toilet pail can hold maximum 15 litres of human waste, which is
approximately 60 times in use for both Excrement and Pee.

- 2) 50 pcs Etiquette paper – cover the excrement after each use
- 3) 1 hanging Roll for Toilet paper
- 4) 5 Packets of a polyvinyl bag consists of 10 grams 375-Gel/coagulant (capable of absorbing odour)
tightly zipped – one packet is use for one doubled bag to coagulate 15 litters of human waste.
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3. Each Consumable Set can be use for how many times of excretions?
Each consumable set is good enough for about 10 days (300 times) use for a 4
member’s family. After each time excretion, the user covers the excrement with a
piece of etiquette paper.

4. What is the life span of Pail Toilet Kit?
-The materials of Pail Toilet are of Plastic and Steel, so the Life is same as these
materials. The oldest Pail Toilets were produced in 2001. They are still in used at the
Showa station and at the Princess Elizabeth station in Antarctica under extreme cold
temperature below 30 degrees C.

5. What is the shelf-live for the consumable sets when unused?
- There is no expiry date for the consumable sets. If properly packed with zipper, the
life of the consumable sets is almost permanent.
6. What is the maintenance required after each used of the Pail Toilet?
-The Toilet seat must be kept sanitary clean. Wash and dry properly then put it in the
open box. The Seat's material is plastic and will not get rusty, no need for special care.
For the Tent, wipe the dirty parts and place it to dry, and after dry put back into the storage case. The
foldable structure of the tent is of steel spring and need to be 100% DRY before store it.
7. Can you supply Pail Toilet Kit and consumable sets from ex-stock?
-Ex-stock Japan is 500 sets and would take 3 months to deliver 1,000 sets when no ex-stock. The
Japanese Provincial Prefectural Governments emergency stockpiles the products for earthquake and
disaster reliefs.
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REFERENCE LIST FOR PAIL TOILET
As at 2013/10/25
1. Public Offices (Organisations)
-Tokyo Metropolitan Government (The General Affairs Dept)
-The Word Offices in Tokyo(Setagaya, Suginami and Arakawa)
-The City Offices (Kawasaki, Shizuoka and Hamamatsu)
-The Union of Wide Area of Kuji city, Iwate Pref.
-The Southern Region Promotion Union of Fukushima Pref.
-Tokyo Metro Foundation
-JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency)
-Keiyo Gas Co.Ltd.
-Yamaha Motor Co.,Ltd.
-Tokyo Metropolitan Public Insurance and Medical Corporation.
Nihonbashi Metropolitan High School.
2. Environment/Nursing Care/Welfare concerned (Organisations)
-Showa Station (Antarctica) of Japan
-Belgian Station (Antarctica) of Japan
-The Forest of the Citizens of Tokyo
-NPO Noguchi Health Environment School
-Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
-Forestry Agency
-Camping Park at Aogawakyo in Mie Pref.
-Himalayan Range Cleaning Climbing Event.
-Japanese Red Cross Society
-Grand Golf Event for the Handicapped People in Tokyo
-3.Sports/Events (Organisations)
-Japan Mountain Endurance Race
-Ultra-Trail Mt.Fuji
-Mt.Hachimine Climbing Competition
-Tokyo Grand Golf Competition
-The Whale Festival at Akishima City
-The Cross-Country Competition in East Izu Peninsula
-Tokyo Disney Resort
-Taiwan Bullet Train Testing Coach
-4.Individuals/Families/Households
One Pail of Toilet Kit contains requisites for a family of four members for a week.
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